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By David Blair

Web del Sol Association, United States, 2007. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. What a strange and intense book this is! David Blair has a
wild, restless imagination and he uses language like saw, a hammer, a velvet whip. He can write
incredibly tender (and original) love poems and enfilading satirical poems, as well as many of the
many other kinds of poems between those poles, and they all seem entirely at home, indeed, need to
be in this book together. His music, his diction, his refusal to use (ever!) cliches, his syntax all drive
his poems and their hearts forward. That is where his poems go: forward. He will be in the company
of the best poets of his generation. --Thomas Lux Nothing can remain horizontal or vertical for long
might as well be David Blair s mini ars poetica. A commitment to the pleasures and terrors of
change, you might say. I have been reading Blair s poems for about ten years now--struck always
by his unique pitch and tone, the tensile muscularity of his syntax and vibrational accents. His
diction is totally unboxed. He reminds me a bit of...
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Just no words to explain. it was actually writtern quite perfectly and valuable. Your daily life period will be convert as soon as you total looking at this pdf.
-- Mr . B r ook Ma r qua r dt Jr .-- Mr . B r ook Ma r qua r dt Jr .

These sorts of publication is the perfect pdf accessible. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge You are going to like the way the author write this book.
-- Sunny Thom pson-- Sunny Thom pson
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